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Abstract 

We have searched for different possibilities to introduce Multimedia at a 
welding company in Argentina. We decided to create a training system. 
Our system should teach an unskilled user how to use a rather camplex 
expert system for welding. 

In this paper we discuss the design and implementation of a multimedia 
training system. We also include an evaluatlon of the software tools used 
in this project, mainly Linkway, SoundBlaster, Topas and Storyboard. 

Some constraints were put on the development work, by the company, 
due to hardware and software limitations. A PC environment was pre
scribed. It was also very hard to buy software on the open market. 

The system is easy to use and has a friendly user-interface. It contains 
multivariable choices to provide the user with a multitude of options. 
One of the main design ideas is a map, as a general concept through the 
whole system. This map is a tool for both browsing and mindmapping. 

The conclusions contains important elements in the design, analyses of 
software tools and the evaluatlon of multimedia technique at a welding 
company. 



Preface 

This report is the documentation of the master thesis project 
"Introduction of new technique in Argentina". The work comprises the 
design and the implementation of a training system using multimedia 
technology. The work was carried out during the summer 1991 at Com
etarsa In c., a welding company in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

In completing this work we owe a great deal to all of the employees at 
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l. lntroduction 

1.1 History 

Why Argentina? The-reason 
for Evert Taube* was Se
noritas, La Pampa and Rio 
de la Plata? For us it was a 
great challenge to learn 
about a different culture 
and to work with a new 
technique tagether with 
Latin American people. 
Through IAESTE, an inter
national association for 
student work exchange, we 
arranged a project in Ar
gentina. 

The project carried out in Figure 1.1 Gauchos on La Pampa. 
Buenos Aires, was about 
an introduction of new 
technique. We warked on 
an expert system/multimedia project for a period of twelve weeks. 
Warking with the latest technique in a country such as Argentina is 
special because of the lack of new software and hardware. At this time 
the company also struggled with financial problems. 

Cometarsa, where the project was carried out, is a welding company 
which produces large steel constructions. About two years ago the 
company started to introduce computers in different areas. One pro
ject that started atthat time was to create an expert system for weld
ing. The first edition is running today but the user interface is not suf
ficient for todays requirements. Only the experts can use the system 
properly. Our mission were l) to introduce the technique and tools 
available to build training systems and 2) to build a training system as 
a bridge between the expert system and an unskilled u ser. 

This paper assumes the reader to have some previous knowledge of 
the technology of multimedia and of the use of computers and 
computer software. 

First, we will give a shorter description of the company, the expert 
system and multimedia in order to provide the reader with an overview 
of the p a per. Then, we will discuss the process of creating the 
multimedia training system, from the initial "research" to the final 
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implementation. Afterwards, we will summarize our thoughts about 
the tools used in our project and about the multimedia future at 
Cometarsa. 

1.2 Purpose with this paper 

The main goal of this paper is to document the process of the creation 
of the training system for the Sistema de Soldadura expert system in 
the form of a multimedia application. It is purely an example -- a 
particular case of the application of multimedia to the development of 
a training system. But with this example, we hope also to shed light 
on more general ideas: l) to show how to create a training system in 
the form of a multimedia application, and, even broader, 2) to tell 
something about how to create multimedia applications in general. 

1.3 Introduction to multimedia 

In this seetian we want to describe same of the keywords used in this 
paper and also to give a smaller definition of multimedia and hyper
text. We don't claim to cover this area completely but the goal is to give 
an explanation go o d enough to understand this p a per. 

Hypertext 

:• 

Ted Nelson is the creator of the term 
"hypertext", In a letter ( in June 
1987) , he stated "I define hypertext 
simply as non-sequential writing.". 
Given this broad definition, hypertext 
is any form of writing or reading 
which is done non-sequentially or 
non-linearly. A hypertext system al
lows the user to Zink information to
gether and thereby creating trails 
through associated materials. A link 
connects words or sentences in one 
electronic document with related in
formation in another document. The 
words or the sentences in general 
called nodes. The nodes in the pic
ture above are pages in a document. 

-~·-·l 
~~: 
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non-sequential text. 
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Multimedia 

Multimedia incorporates several media types - text, graphics, audio, 
animation, video - in a single computer document; sound and/ or mo
tion are integral to a true multimedia project, see figure 1.3.2. 

O~OM .t 

Figure 1.3.2 Different multimedia equipement. 

What distinguishes multimedia from film or video is interactivity. Com
puterbased multimedia allows the user to determine the pace and the 
path through ever-branching options. Multimedia developers must be 
much more than programmers, video producers, and audio wizards. 
They also have to be interface designers able to knit tagether several 
media into easy-to-navigate documents. 

When the difference in the definitions between hypermedia and multi...: 
media is vague we will, in this paper, use multimedia as a united 
name for both of them. 
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Hypermedia 

If we now keep in mind the definition 
of hypertext and instead of only link
ing non-sequential text and sentenc
es also link other media (represented 
in the nodes). such as graphics, vid
eo, spreadsheet, animations and 
voice. In short, u s ers of hypermedia 
systems can link tagether informa
tion of any media type supported by 
current technology, see figure 1.3.3. 
One can say that hypermedia is a 
non-sequentlal media and doesn't 
have to include text. For example 
one can create a hypermovie, a film 
where the viewer decide which story 
to follow. 

Expert system 

~~> .. , 
. . 

. 

Figure 1.3.3 Hypermedialinks to
gether medias of differente kinds. 

An expert system behaves as a human expert would with a particular 
problem. An expert is a real test for rnachine intelligence, because the 
rnachine must duplicate a human's response in formulating the best 
possible solution to a usually ill-defined problem - one of the areas in 
which humans uniquely excel the computer. In short, an ideal expert 
system must be able to match a human's thinking ability. Today ex
pert systems are widely used in a variety of highly specific applica
tions. For example, the diagnosis of diseases, the analysis of arganie 
chemicals, financialportfolio analysis, and hattiefield management are 
all areas in which highly organized, efficient computer expertise can be 
in aid of humans, particularly when the problem is too camplex for hu
man expertlse to be applied directly. 

1.4 The company 

1.4.1 Facts about Cometarsa 

Cometarsa was established in 1949 by Mr Agustin Rocca and is one of 
the campanies in the Techint organisation. Cometarsa's plant occupies 
a permanent staff of 500 people and is located in Campana (province 
of Buenos Aires), on the banks of the Parana river, 70 km away from 
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Buenos Aires, see 
figure 1.4.1. 

Cometarsa pro
duces "costume 
made" equipment 
mainly for the do
mestic market 
even though it 
tries to reach in
ternational accep
tance. The main A· 

product today is ,_mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
hydro mechanical Figure 1.4.1 Map over Argentina,Buenos Aresand the lo
equipment for hy- cation of Cometarsa. 
dro electrical pow-
er stations, such 
as radial gates, spiral chambers and predistribution rings of turbine
pumps. Other products are equipment for the industrial and the petro
chemical process and for the nuclear industry. 

1.4.2 Philosophy as related to new information technology 
As mentioned above Cometarsa's computer history is fairly short. The 
company is now working hard on expanding and improving their infor
mation systems in several areas. The intention is to build up a good 
internal and ex:ternal information flow, from quality assurance of weld
ing to material ordering system and selling statistics. The work infor
mation flow has improved a great deal with the expert system and Au
tocad drawings in recent times. Another goal is to integrate these sys
tems as they grow within the company. Right now the company wants 
to improve their knowledge about information technique by introduc
ing multimedia technique, for training and presentations. 

1.5 The -expert system 

In this seetian we will describe how the expert system is designed and 
the general goals for the system. We will do this by answering the 
questions why and how the system has got its present design. There 
are three main reasons for the use of the expert system today. 
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1.5.1 Reasons for the present design 

Why? 

The first reason is to produce a WPS-form. The WPS-form is a weld
ing Proeecture System form that standardise all the joints welded at 
the company. This is the output from the expert system which speci
fies the information required in the welding process. 

How? 

By using dBase and Clipper, a database manipulating language, it is 
possible to get access to information about welding stored in the data
bases. The databases contain information about tools, materials and 
specified joints in the welding process. By choosing the right set of me
nus and put in exactly the right figures about the joints, it is possible 
to produce a WPS-form. However, to carry these steps through, and 
what is more, to put them in right order is a rather complicated proee
cture and it requires an expert to fully understand all the steps that 
have to be done. The reason for this is mainly depending on the bad 
user interface within the expert system, hut also on the planning of 
the system, i t is not carried out from the users point of view. 

Why? 

The seeond reason is to increase the quality control in the welding 
process. Thiswill reduce the failure rate at the end of the productian 
Iine. This is of great importance in the welding process because fai
lures in the final products can be very expensive. 

How? 

An increased quality control can be obtained by storing information 
about previous failures, and process it at a later occasion. Another ef
fect of this feedback is that weak links in the productian process can 
be identified and adjusted. 

This feedback is carried out by storing failures on three stages. 

stag e l: The number of times a certain standardised type of joint has 
failed. 

stage 2: Specification of the kind of failure for each type of failed 
joint. 

stage 3: All the joints are grouped tagether depending on the type of 
failure. The reason is to s~arch for the most frequent failure. 

Why? 

The third reason is to make the welding process more effective. This 
is done by focusing on the material-consumptian and work time for 
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eachjoint. 

How? 

The WPS-form consists of an ABC-curve. The ABC-curve is a classifi
cation of the joints depending on how important they are. The most 
important joints are classified asA-classand the least as C-class. The 
welder now knows where to make the most effort, put in more materi
al etc. This classification is done by counting size and position of the 
joint. 

1.5.2 The expert system design 

The system is camposed of a series of merrus divided in seven differ
ent parts. See figure 1.5.1 

Figure 1.5.1 Overview of the expert system as a screendump from the training sys
tem. 

Part l: Work number 

Three identifications for the job are entered: 

-- the work number (any number) 

-- the work name (the destination of the jo b) 

-- the costumer's name 
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Part 2: Joints 

In this part it is possible to: 
-- en ter all data (length, material, temperature .... ) about the joints 

within the same work number. 

-- view, modify, print and present the characteristics of the differ
entjoints. 

-- generate and view the ABC-curve (the ABC-curve is a classifica-
tion of the joint depending on how im portant i t is). 

Part 3: Characteristics 
This part is only for experts. Here an expert can create or modify a 
joint and store it in the database. 

Part 4: WPS-figures 

In this part one views, modifies or prints the WPS-figures (the final 
product used by the welder). 

Part 5: Access to the master database 

The master database is accessed here. In this database information 
about tools, materials, currents and temperatures are stored. 

Part 6: DOS operations 

In this part, normal DOS operations are enabled. It is possible to copy, 
erase and restare nos files, such as the main program, particular jobs 
or the master database. 

Part 7: Emission of the diskette 
This part, when completed, will enable the emission of the master da
tabase to the costumer. This service has not yet been implemented. 

2. Work process: Design 

2.1 Introduction to work process 

To reflect the nature of the design and implementation-process we 
used, we have divided this part of our paper inta three main sections: 
l) Creating the Design, 2) The Design, and 3) Implementing the 
Design. Each of these main seetians is discussed below. 

The first section, Creating the Design, is the "research" section. Here 
we discuss the goal-oriented preparation which preceded the actual 
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productian of our multimedia application -- the training system. 
Although we do not specifically cancern ourselves with multimedia 
here, we discuss the things we need to know about a subject before 
trying to apply multimedia to it. We hope to show the importance of 
determining the goals of the multimedia-application before creating the~-~·· 
system. 

The seeond section, The Design, is the "planning" section. Here we 
discuss the design structure of our training system in light of its goals 
as we decided in the "research" section. Showing how our research 
affected our planning, and what the results of that planning were, we 
hope to shed light on the relationship between the goals of the 
multimedia system and how it should be designed. 

And finally, the third section, Implementing the Design, is the 
"creating" section. This is a technical discussion of multimedia, and 
how an application is created. Here we discuss how we created the 
system ·-- how we used the tools available in implementing the plan we 
created above. 

2.2 Creating the design 

step 1: 

Defining the goals of the training system--what is to be taught and to 
whom? 

Before we begin to design a training system, we must know the goals 
of the training system; why we create the system will affect how we 
create it. So, asking ourselves why we create the system, we find 
ourselves with two questions to answer: l) what skill is it that we wish 
to communicate to samebody in and 2) who is that samebody we wish 
to train in this skill? We must define the subject and the audience. 
When we have decided what is to be taught and to whom, we will know 
the goals of our training system. 

What is to be taught. The reason for defining the subject -- or what is 
to be trained --, is pretty intuitive. The subject of the training system 
will determine the base of information which the training system will 
be "about." It tells you, "This is where to get all your information." In 
this case, what we wish to teach is the use of the expert system, 
Sistema de Soldadura, and in particular, to show the best (and 
simplest) way to produce a WPS form. 

To whom. The reason for defining the audience, and the amount of 
effect this has on the training system, may not be quite as obvious, 
but yet knowledge about your end-user is of great importance. 
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Figure 2.2.1 It is important to define the end user. 

Knowing your intended audience helps you to decide how much and 
what information that is appropriate to offer the u ser, and in what 
manner to present the information. 

Knowledge about the end-user will determine the proper amount of 
information to offer. An expert do e s not n e ed explanations of bas i c 
details, which would bore him. In addition, an expert may desire more 
(and not entirely necessary) information simply out of interest. A 
novice, on the other hand, will require the opposite: more basic details, 
as the subject is new to him or her, and no unnecessary information, 
which would only serve to confuse. 

Knowledge about the end user will also determine the style of the 
presentation. That is, although two systems may offer exactly the 
same information, they may use different terms, or a greater amount 
of words and "time" to explain that information. An expert do not want 
to put up with verbase language or elaborate details. A novice may 
need that style of teaching to understand the ideas being taught. 

With this in mind, we decided upon constructing the system to 
account for the range of end users represented by the following 
extreme types: from welders without computing experience, to 
engineers without welding experience. 
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step 2: 

Organizing information--using these goals to decide how to teach 
what. 

Once we have decided what we want the user to learn, we have to 
ehoase what information to give to him or her in order to learn it. We 
must organize our information. We knew from the start that the task 
(="goal") was to teach the end user the easiest way to produce a WPS 
form. But first we must learn about the expert system, in order to be 
able to teach the easiest way to use it. 

Galliering information. A large part of the design process is to gather. 
all the information the system will use. In this case we had to learn all 
about the expert system for welding (written in Spanish!). In 
particular, we studied all of the different options that the expert 
system allows. We had to learn what each page (menu) in the system 
was for, where one could go from that page, and the results of this 
action. To achieve this goal, we created a "map" of the system, which 
detailed the logicallayout of the program. 

Choosing the proper information to teach. Our seeond step was, using 
the knowledge we had gained above, to decide what information was 
essential for using the expert system. First, we had to decide exactly 
which menus the user actually has to understand and use in order to 
produce a WPS form. And then, we had to decide what information 
needed to be taught in order to explain their use. The design of the 
training system must concentrate on teaching the use of these menus 
-- that is, to understand all the necessary information, and at a level 
appropriate for the range of end users which we defined above. This 
invalves teaching the meaning of difficult terminology that the menus 
use, and how to enter the appropriate inputs in the menus. 

In addition to knowing how to make the expert system work, we also 
thought that it was important for the user to understand why he or 
she wanted to make it work. In order to create a WPS form, one 
should know what its function will be once created. Because of this, 
we decided that the user of the training system should be given a 
general idea of how the output from the expert system works in the 
welding process. 

2.2.1 Thoughts about the design: The navigation problem 

When users move around in a network of information, there is always 
a risk that they may become disoriented or have trouble finding their 
way to the information they need. And this problem increases with the 
size and camplexity of the network. (Unfortunately, it is usually the 
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large and camplex networks that contain the most interesting or useful 
information.) So a good navigational system must be set up to help 
the user understand where he or she is in the network of information 
and how to get where he or she wishes to go. We will discuss a few 
methods for doing this -- for solving the "navigation problem." 

One simple way for the user, not to get confused or lost in the system, 
is to remave the requirement for any active navigation at all. By 
providing "guided tours" through the hypertext medium, the system 
ensures that the user will follow a good path. This method, however, 
limits the user's ability to create his own hearing. But in same 
applications, this is the only solution. The advantage of guided tours 
campared to tourist guided tours is that the hypertext reader can leave 
the guided tour at any point and continue browsing through any other 
links that seem interesting. When the reader wants to get back on the 
tour, it suffices to issue a single command to be taken back to the 
point where the tour was suspended. 

Another way to solve the navigation problem is to give the user a map. 
(Our implementation utilized a map which demonstrated a certain 
path through a complicated expert system.) The problem with creating 
a map for the user is in deciding the appropriate scale, as there is 
always more information to offer than may fit on the screen. One 
possible solution to this is to show a fisheye view, demonstrating the 
range of the information space in one single overview, and then 
allowing views of varying levels of detail. In our system, we chose to 
use both of these methods. 

2.3 The design: The training system in four (4) main sections. 

In the designing of a house, one must decide which rooms will be 
needed, and how they will fit tagether to make up the entire house, 
and one must also decide how to design each room to fulfil the needs 
required by the house. The designing of this training system is a little 
bit like that. This training system has two levels of design: the design 
of the overall structure of the training system, and the design of each 
seetian of the training system. 

To mirror this bi-level design process, the discussion of each seetian of 
the whole will be described in two ways: first, the rule this seetian 
plays in the design of the whole, and second, the design of the seetian 
itself. 

By "design," here, we mean how the system will be approached by the 
u ser -- that is, what it looks like and how i t is u sed --, and not how i t 
is created by the authors. 
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As we analysed the expert system, it became obvious that a good 
training system should be divided into four main sections. The four 
main seetians were General overview, Description part, Training part 

. and Dictionary. The four seetians were then integrated into one 
system, allowing the user to ehoase which seetian he would like to 
enter and use. 

2.3.1 First section : General overview 

The reason: 

This seetian was devised to give the end user an overall, general idea of 
the welding process, and where the use of an expert system falls in 
this process. It may not be immediately obvious what putting 
information into a computer has to do with welding a joint. Different 
users have different needs. Some users may need only to learn a little 
bit about the training system to understand the expert system, as they 
already know all about the company, welding, and expert systems. 
Other users may already know all about the company and the welding 
process at Cometarsa, but may not know anything about expert 
systems or how they fit into the process. Other users may need all of 
the information provided here, as they are just now being introduced 
to the whole process. Whatever the needs of the user, this seetian 
quickly and effectively offers an explanation of the goals of this expert 
system. 

Functional description: 

The original concept was to divide the general overview into four 
different parts: l) an overview of the company, 2) an overview of the 
welding process, 3) an overview of the expert system, and 4) an 
overview of the training system. An explanation of each follows. 

l. The overview of the company gives information about it and can 
serve as subtie propaganda. One implementation could be a picture 
presentation with sound. However it is implemented, it should 
represent the company and the products and services that it offers in 
a positive and impressive way. 

2. The overview of the welding process gives an in troductian to how the 
company works the way it does. This should be rather complete, 
beginning with blueprints and all the way to the actual welding, 
including where the expert system falls in the process. It should 
discuss all of the most important stages in the productian process at 
Cometarsa. 
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3. The overview of the expert system explains what the system is, why 
one may be useful, and how this one in particular will be used in this 
case. Showing each menu of the expert system, this overview explains 
what the user is able to do with it. 

4. At last, the overview of the training system itself explains why there 
is a training system for the expert system, and how this training 
system is to be used. Each seetian of the training system is briefly 
described. (This section, the overview of the training system, is not 
unlike this part of our paper. It explains what each seetian of the 
training system is used for, and how it is used.) 

Design description: 

Part l and 3; the overviews of the company and of the expert system 
were the only two of the four parts designed for implementation and 
implemented. (The other two were functionally designed, but due to 
time constraints, never surpassed that stage.) 

The overview of the company is nothing more than a show. A computer 
slide presentation, rnaving from screen to screen in a predetermined, 
story-like manner. Swedish rock 'n' roll accompanies the display of 
pictures of the company and its products on the screen. 

The overview of the expert system has one main screen which gives the 
user access to information about eight sub-topics of the main topic: 
the expert system. The overview's main screen shows a picture of the 
first menu in the expert system· and representations of all the other 
screens or menus which one can reach from this first menu. By 
clicking on one of these representations, the user will be presented 
with a pop-up window with a textual description of the functions of the 
screen represented, and will hear this description spaken aloud. See 
figure appendix A3 and A4. 

2.3.2 seeond section: Description section 

The reason: 

The expert system is very large and complex. To understand 
everything about the expert system means a great deal of work. 
Therefore, we attempt to offer only the information which the user 
really needs. This "description" seetian highlights the most important 
menus and options offered by the expert system, and teaches what the 
inputs should be for each screen. 
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Functional description: 

This part teaches what the inputs should be for each screen by 
supplying information for each input field. The user can freely move to 
any menu in the expert system, and to any field in that menu, and be 
given access to the information supplied about that input field. This is 
a complicated seetian of the training system, and i t is here most of the 
work has been done. 

Design description: 

Each screen in this seetian of the training system has almost the same 
format. Each contains a flowchart on the left side of the page, a 
representation of a menu in the expert system on the right side of the 
page, and an instruction window just above the menu representation. 
See figure appendix A5. 

Flowcharl. The flowchart allows the user to access each of the different 
menus. By clicking on any seetian of the flowchart, one can move to 
the expert system menu which earresponds to that area of the "map," 
and while at a particular menu screen, the appropriate seetian of the 
flowchart. is highlighted, informing the user exactly where he is in the 
system. So, this helps the user to navigate through the different 
menus of the expert system, and it teaches the user how to best move 
through the expert system. 

Expert system screens. These screens look exactly like the screens 
available in the expert system. If the user requests information about 
any of the input fields, he or she may click onthat field in the menu 
and a picture or text pop-up will appear, with descriptive information. 

On-line help. There is a hutton on each screen which allows the user 
to "exit" to the on-line help. The entire screen become the help menu, 
offering an explanation of how to use the help and four different help 
item options (as well as a "return" button, taking the user back to the 
start of the description). Each help item is one page, showing only the 
ehosen items in the locations where they appear on each page in the 
description seetian of the training system, and a textual explanation of 
the u se of the items. 

2.3.3 Third section: Training section 

The reason: 

Mter studying the information offered in the description seetian 
(above), there may still be same confusion in the user's mind about 
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how the expert system really works. He or she may not be familiar 
enough with all of the different inputs required by the expert system 
and the different outputsit creates. The goal of this training seetian is 
to get rid of this doubt. This seetian tests the user to see if he or she 
has learned how to create a WPS form. 

(As the goal of this seetian is to simulate the productian of a WPS form 
to test the user's knowledge, its structure must be dislinet from that of 
the description section. The "description" seetian contains a lat of 
information which is not only unnecessary, but confusing, for the 
simulation of the productian of a WPS form.) 

Functional description: 

In order to test the user's understanding of the different input fields, 
this seetian simulates the use of the expert system, using predefined 
example problems. The user creates a WPS form, as in the real expert 
system, forthese examples. What makes this useful, is that it forces 
the user to make the proper input, and if the input is wrong, it 
explains why. 

Design description: 

This is almost the same as the "description" part above, with a general 
map, the menus, and the explanation screens. This part was not 
completed, so its exact design is not carried out. 

2.3.4 Fourth section: Dictionary 

The reason: 

The expert system uses many difficult terms and many unexplained 
anagrams, so for the uninitiated, understanding what theitemsin the 
menus are can be a difficult task. This seetian aims at providing a 
quick-lookup reference forthese terms. 

Functional description: 

The functional design is very simple. The user mayread and hear the 
definitions provided for the terms in the dictionary by clicking on the 
word for which he wants an explanation. It is meant to be very 
"shallow" to allow the user quick access to one word and then to go 
back. 
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Design deseriptlon: 

There is simply one real page, with all of the available words appearing 
on it. Clieking on a word brings up a text pop-up window and plays a 
voiee file whieh reads aloud the definitlon found there. See figure ap
pendixA21. 

3. Work process: Implementation 

3.1 Implementing the design 

Mter having ereated a design for the training system, we needed to 
begin on its realizatlon. This seetian of our diseussion of the projeet 
foeuses on the aetual use of the software in the ereatlon of the training 
system. We willtry to offer speeifie eases of how to use the software 
whieh we will use for those readers who may be interested to use the 
same tools (as limited as they may be). and, more generally, inform 
about general implementallan teehniques using authoring software. 

This seetian will be divided inta two parts: first, we will give a fairly 
eomplete deseriptlon of the software tools used in the ereatlon of the 
training system, and then we will diseuss how eaeh part of the 
implementation was done, using these tools. 

(The seeond part is a little bit like "this is how we did what we planned 
to do using the tools we had." Consequently, an understanding of the 
seeond seetian requires a knowledge of "what we planned to do" and 
"the tools we had." That is to say, one needs to know about both the 
first seetian to follow, "Software summary", and the seetian above, 
"Design".) 

3.2 Software summary: Deseriptlon of tools 

The following software tools were available to us for the ereatlon of our 
training .system: 

Linkway, from IBM 

TOPAS, from XEROX 

Sound Blaster, from Creatlve Labs, Ine. 

Story Board, from IBM 
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Although same of these tools are adequate in their own right, none is a 
very professional multimedia tool, and we had to integrate these soft
ware ourselves to create a useful tool. A great deal of time and effort 
were invested in figuring out how to use each software and how to use 
them all in conjunction with each other. The result was the creation of -
what was, for our purposes, a functionally adequate tool. It was not 
the kind of too l we had hop ed for, bu t as our choice was between 
using this tool or doing nothing, we were happy to begin our project. 

The software tools summary is divided inta two parts: first, a 
description of the purpose and functioning of each tool, and second, a 
discussion of how the tools can (and cannot) be integrated to create a 
multimedia system. 

3.2.1 The individual software tools 

Linkway 

Purpose. We used Linkway as the main environment to create the 
training system, and within this, used other software for particular 
tasks, such as sound and animation. All the software tagether are 
integrated inta one global system. (Again, in the discussion of Linkway, 
we will assume that the reader has same familiarity with the 
philosophies behind multimedia, and hypertext, in particular.) 

Functioning. Linkway is a not so recent and fairly simple hypertext 
tool. Unfortunately, it falls samewhat below the standards of present
day authoring systems. But as a hypertext tool, it offered us the ability 
to establish nodes of information necessary to create our multimedia 
system. 

In Linkway, one works with four different levels of items, which are 
(from smallest to largest): l) objects, 2) pages, 3) folders, and 4) 
applications. It is possible to put objects on a page, pages inta folders, 
and folders inta applications. Let's begin our discussion of these items 
with the smallest, and build our way up to an application. 

As we mentioned above, objects are placed on pages. There are three 
different kinds of objects one can create on a page: 

l) pictures -- used to create the pictographic design of the page, 

2) text fields -- used to create alphanumeric designs on the page, and 

_ 3) huttons -- serve as tools for carrying our different functions of a 
hypertext system, such as switching to a different page, popping up a 
text or picture window, calling a DOS command, or doing certain 
combinations of these things. 
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One special type of hutton called a script hutton allows more than one 
function to be executed with only one click. Three important script 
commands are goto, dos, and retrace. To switch to a different page in 
the same folder, you give the script-command goto followed by the 
page number. The script command dos followed by a DOS command in 
quotallon marks will "exit" to DOS, execute the command, and return 
to Linkway. The command retrace takes you back to the page and 
folder from where you came (before reaching the present page). 

The pages serve as the nodes in the hypertext network. There are two 
kinds of pages: basepages, and regular pages. The "regular pages" 
simply serve as the nodes of the hypertext network in that folder. The 
basepages are a little more complicated. 

There is one basepage in every folder, and this basepage is "present" in 
every other page of that folder. By "present" in the other pages, we 
mean that it is the design background for all other pages, and its 
huttons are accessible from every other page as well (as lang as 
nothing is placed "above" themon the regular page). The purpose for 
having such a page may become clearer below in our description of the 
use of this software in the creation of the training system. 

Folders are logical collections nodes (pages), each with its own 
basepage (which may be left blank), and an applicatlon (the entire 
system) contains one or more folders. 

Linkway provides various development tools for creating and editing 
the se item s. 

Topas 
Purpose. Topas provides the capabilitles to create and play 
animations. 

Functioning. Topas can import files from AutoCAD or CAD 32 in ".dxf" 
format. All animations done in Topas are rendered--that is, the images 
are made to look like 3-dimensional objects with surface structures. 
Therefore, the pictures used in creating the animation must have 
surfaces. 

Surfaces can be created either during the drawing process in 
AutoCAD, or in either AutoCAD or Topas from wireframe objects 
created in the CAD systems. The process for creating surfaces on an 
existlng wireframe object (designed in the CAD systems) is a 
substantlal piece of work, both difficult and tlme-consuming. · 
Superimposing these surfaces is easier done in AutoCAD than in 
Topas, as Topas does not facilitate the polygon-finding process, but 
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even in AutoCAD it is a difficult jo b, especially for polygons with non
linear edges. 

To display an animation created in Topas, one can call the function 
"playmvy" from a DOS command line with the name of the animation 
file as a parameter. 

Sound Blaster-Voxkit 
Purpose. Sound Blaster contains a few different kinds of tools all deal
ing with sound. One of these tools is voxkit. Voxkit allows one to make 
and play files of digital recordings. We used this voxkit tool to record 
speech and music and to play these recordings at selected points in 
the main application, done in Linkway. 

(Other tools available in Sound Blaster are FM Organ, a computer 
synthesizer which allows you to play, record, and replay music, and 
SB Talker, which attempts to read aloud (in English) ASCII text files. 
In order to play a file created in FM Organ, one needs to enter the 
organ program first, and then use function keys. Because of this, we 
were unable to use this too l to automatically play music fil e s. And the 
quality of speech produced by SB Talker is too poor to be used in a 
serious presentation.) 

Functioning (of voxkit). The Sound Blaster kit contains a sound card 
which enables the software to deal with sound input and output. To 
input sound, analogue sound must be recorded from a microphone (or 
as output from a recorder) into the input line of the sound card. And 
the output from the computer must go to speakers hoaked up to the 
output line of the sound card. 

Voxkit contains softwaretorecord and play sound. Recording may be 
done at different sampling rates, ranging from O to 13000 Hz; the 
higher the sampling rate, the better the recording (and the larger the 
fil e). Playback of these fil e s ma y be don e by passing a parameter to an 
executive file at a DOS command line. In addition, playback may be: 
paused, using the space bar; aborted, using the ESC key; and 
executed without any output to the screen, by passing an additional 
parameter to the function. 

Story Board 

Purpose. The main function of Story Board is to display graphics 
screens in a programmed sequence, called a "story." This is useful in 
the creation of picture presentations. These picture presentations, with 
limited user interaction, can be implemented in a multimedia system 
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for the display of linear, "story-like" information. 

Functioning. The pictures to be used in story Board can either be 
created in a drawing program which is provided, or be imported from 
other paint programs or picture-capturing applications. stortes are 
created with the use of a basic programming environment and 
language designed specifically for this use. 

The Story Board story-writing language provides limited control blocks 
and conditional statements, and it provides functions for displaying 
pictures (and changing themin different ways), using DOS commands, 
allowing user input, and playing sound effects. 

3.2.2 The integration of the software tools 

As Linkway served as the main environment of the training system, 
our goal was to discover in what ways we could use (i.e. execute) other 
software functions from within Linkway. These capabilities and 
limitations in part affected the final design of the training system, as 
our implementation was limited in various ways. 

Capabilities 

Script huttons allow for the execution of a series of commands, almost 
like a little program. These commands are defined in Linkway. It is 
possible that we do not know all the available commands to put into 
the script files, as we do not have a manual for this software. However, 
we did manage to discover quite a few of these commands. (Script 
huttons are discussed briefly above in the Linkway seetian of the 
software summary, chapter 3.2.1.) 

Among these script commands, there is one which allows for the direct 
execution of DOS commands. This is the only possibility in Linkway to 
utilize other software tools. In effect, what happens when the "dos" 
command is used, is first that the state of the Linkway application is 
saved, then the command executed, and finally the control flow 
returned to Linkway where it left off. This method of running other 
software functions was sufficient for the display of Topas animations 
and for the playing of Sound Blaster sound files. 

Playing sound files using Sound Blaster is very simple. Linkway's only 
output is the screen, and as Sound Blaster's vplay command -- the 
function for playing its digitally recorded files -- can be used without 
affectlng the video display, there was no interference between these 
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outputs. When the state of Linkway is brought back to active memory, 
it is as though nothing have changed. 

Playing Topas animations is a different story. Calling the "playmvy" 
function (which displays the animation) automatically alters the 
resolution mode to 320 x 200, plays the animation, and then returns 
to Linkway without changing the resolution mode back to 640 x 480 
and 16 colours, which is that of Linkway. In addition, Linkway does 
not save the screen information when it "exits" to DOS, so at the end of 
the animation, the screen is simply blank. To avoid these problems, 
one must call the animation command, change the screen back to 
Linkway resolution after the animation is complete, and then "return" 
to the page where Linkway left off, which will display the page to the 
screen again. 

Limitations 

Script file functions. Script files do not allow one to play sound files 
and do pop-up windows at the same time, something which we 
deemed desirable in a multimedia presentation. This is because script 
files do not contain a command for displaying pop-up windows, 
presurnably because a hutton with this function already exists. (We 
are not entirely sure of it as we do not have a manual for this software. 
At least we did not discover such a command.) If they contained such 
a command, we could pop-up the window, play the sound, and then 
hide the window after the sound was completed. But, as far as we 
know, no such function is available. (In order to simulate this, we 
created pages which were nothing more than pop-up windows, and to 
show the window and then play the sound, we needed only to have the 
script file go to the appropriate page, and then start the sound file. 
But the drawback from this "trick" method isthat it could be done on
ly from the basepage. Any other page would disappear first to allow the 
fake pop-up window page to appear, ruining the effect of the pop-up 
window. This will be discussed further below in the section 
"Implementation-use of the tools", chapter 3.3.) 

Memory limitations. Another limitation was the irrability to run large 
programs from Linkway, due to memory limitations. (As mentioned 
earlier, the Linkway application stays resident, in main memory, while 
the DOS command is executed, and if the command is too large to 
both hold the Linkway application and run the DOS command, this 
cannot be done.) Showing story Board stortes requires too much 
memory to be shown from Linkway, making it necessary to run such 
applications separate from the main Linkway application. The same 
goes for SB Talker, part of the Sound Blaster kit. (Although, 
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admittedly, running this function from Linkway in a training system is 
not really all that desirable, it is though disappointing that it could not 
be done.) 

Paintand Import limitations. Unfortunately, Linkway allows the use of 
only the pictures made in the Linkway paint program itself for the 
pages. This would not be a problem if the paint program ptovided 
were a good one, but it is quite poor. For this reason, the page designs 
in Linkway are severely limited in their style and difficult to make both 
well and quickly. 

Processing limitations. In general, no two functions can be run at the 
same time, as there is only serial processing available. For this reason, · 
one cannot show animation and play sound at the same time, allow for 
input and run sound at the same time, or do anything else which 
requires coprocessing. Although not necessary, such things would 
make a less-static, more lively presentation style possible. 

3.3 Implementation: U se of the tools 

In much the same way that the design part of this paper Concentrated 
on each of the seetians of the training system at a time, this seetian 
will discuss the actual implementation of these designs using the 
software one seetian at a time. Within each seetian there will be a 
discussion of how each different task was done to make it work the 
way it did. 

3.3.1 The whole thing 

The system contains six 
folders. The first, the main
screen, is one single page 
containing four choices to 
separate folders. The sixth 
folder is an on-line help for 
the description section. 
These folders are connected 
with simple "link" buttons, 
specifled by both folder 
name and page number. 
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Figure 3.3.1 Folder overview for the training 
system. 
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Figure 3.3.2 Main screen of the General overview 

3.3.2 The general overview 
The general overview is divided into four parts: l) an overview of the 
company, 2) an overview of the welding process, 3) an overview of the 
expert system, and 4) an overview of the training system. The goals are 
then fulfilled to provide the end user with an overall, general idea of 
the welding process, and to show where the use of an expert system is 
appropriate in this process, as we discussed earUer in the design part, 

Because of time lirnitatlons we were only ahle to carry through two of 
the four parts, the expert system overview and the company overview. 
An explanatlon of each follows. 

The expert system's overview consists of a single folder in which the 
hasepage is designed as a map over the expert system and each page 
within the folder has a descriptlon of each particular part of the map, 
see figure 3.3.2. The map on the hasepage includes script huttons with 
two commands: a goto, and a dos executahle command to play a 
soundfile. The goto command hrings · up the appropriate descriptlon 
page ahove the hasepage. This descriptlon page contains the text that 
defines each particular part of the. expert system and a "return" hut
ton. This page acts as a pop-up text window. The command "dos" is 
used to execute the program Vplay, the voxkit tool in SoundBlaster, 
w hi ch takes the name of the appropriate soundfil e as a parameter. 
This program plays the voice file while the text window is still on the 
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screen. 
The company overview is created in storyBoard as a sequence of pic
tures brought up on the screen in a predefined order, i.e. not interac
tive, and also with a limited display time. The reason for doing this as 
a non-interactive picture sequence is mostly because of the problems 
that we faced with integrating storyBoard and Linkway. Jt. was not 
possible to execute storyboard files from within Linkway because of 
memory limitation. The goal with this part had to be redesigned to only 
present the campanies product as a slideshow and also to introduce 
an easy way to handie pictures for presentations. The main part of this 
job was to capture pictures, which was carried out at, as far as we 
know, the only multimedia producing company in Buenos Aires, We
ber & Ferro. At this company we got access to equipment for handling 
video such as videoboard and image capturing software. 

3.3.3 The description section 
The description seetian consists of two folders. One is the description 
and the other is an on-line help. The description folder's base page is 
itself the mainscreen. It contains ~s mentioned in the design two 
main parts l) the flowchart and 2) the expert system screen. It should 
also contain an instruction window and an on-line help. This base 

Figure 3.3.3 Main screen of the description seetian showing the flowchart on the 
left side and the blue expert system screen on the right side. 
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page's picture is copied to all the other pages, and two modifications 
are done. First the box in the flowchart, that belongs to that page, is 
highlighted. And then the text is written in the instruction window and 
on the expert system screen. The pages are connected with huttons in 
two ways. The first is the next/previous page huttons down in the 
right hand earner of the screen. The seeond is a hidden "goto" hutton 
on every box in the flowchart. This button·is linked to the page belong
ing to that box. Two more huttons are available on every page. One is a 
link back to the main screen and the other to the on-line help folder. 
The next implementation step was to write description texts and pic
ture pop-ups and connect them to the input fields on the expert sys
tem screens. Linkway does notadmit to add the command "dos" to a 
text or a picture pop-up. Therefore sound couldn't be implemented to
gether with the text explanations. 

Figure 3.3.4 Helpmenu for the description section of the training system. 

The on-line help folder has no base page and is, as designed, divided 
inta four help areas. The mainscreen on the first page contains pic
tureless "goto" huttons which bring up the appropriate page with help 
instructions. This latter page contains text and pictures explaining dif
ficulties, and a "return" button, see figure 3.3.4. 
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3.3.4 The training section 

This part has not been implemented due to time limitation. 

3.3.5 The Dictionary 

The dictionary folder's base page is itself the main screen, see figure 
3.3.5. It contains pictureless script huttons which include two general 
commands: a goto, and a dos exactable command to play a sound file. 
The "goto" command brings up the appropriate page above the 
basepage. This page contains only a small window with a distinct 
background colour, som e text, and a "return" butta n, and this page 
acts as a pop-up text window. The command "dos" is used to execute 
the program vplay from the voxkit toolin Sound Blaster, which takes 
the name of the appropriate sound fil e as a parameter. This plays the 
voice file while the text window is still on the screen. Then the "return" 

Figure 3.3.5 Main screen of the dictionary part of the training system. 

hutton is available for use, and it is a script hutton that utilizes the 
script command "retrace." 
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4. Summary & results 
In this seetian we will summarize the most important results obtained 
in the development of this project. We willpresent the results in a con
densed way with few details. 

Summary: 
The goal has been to show the usefulness of multimedia technology at 
a welding company. This was accomplished by designing and imple
menting a training system. The training system airned to educate an 
unskilled welder to use a welding expert system. 

The first step was to gather all information in order to design the sys
tem. This resulted, in the end, in a system that was flexible, where the 
user should be able to ehoase his own way through the training proce
dures. The system should be easy to use. Therefor we made the user 
interface simple and we also decided to build the training system shal
low to make it easy tonavigate in. 

The seeond step was to implement the design. The tools (software and 
hardware) available narrowed a lot of the ideas and thoughts we got 
during the design. Because of this we focused the implementation on 
the use of the different software in as many ways as possible. We also 
pointed at the capabilities and the limitations with the software used. 

Results: 

Multimedia is useful also for a welding company such as Cometarsa. 
Education, training and presentations are areas where this technique 
can be of great importance. A first step, rather simple, could be to use 
the technique for presentation of new products. Another consideration 
is to make the company weil prepared to meet the future with multi
media tools. 

The most expensive part in a multimedia project, is always to struc
ture, gather and convert the information to a useful form, and put it 
into the system. Therefore the hardware cost is off less importance 
when planning a multimedia project. Within reasonable limitations, 
ehoase the best equipment available to fulfil the necessary demands of 
your system. 

Consicter the "easy to use factor" as very important when choosing au
thoring tool for multin1edia development. The reason for that is high 
requirements on update capabilities on multimedia systems. The soft
ware should also be fast to learn otherwise the threshold to start de
veloping multimedia systems will be too high. 

Linkway, the hypertext tool that were used in this project, is not good 
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enough and should not be used in future projects. This software has 
serious limitations. It is hard to integrate with other software and is 
very far from the "easy to use" that we recommend. 
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Appendix A 
Sample screens of the userguide training system 

Figure Al: Opening screen 

Figure A2: Screen for selection of the available options 



Appendix A 

Sample screens of the userguide training system 

Figure A3: Screen for selection of overview information of the expert system. 

Figure A4: Text pop-up with information about ehosen option. 
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Sample screens of the u serguide training system 

Figure A5: Opening screen in the description section. 

Figure A6: Screen for identification of the user. 
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Sample screens of the user~uide trainin~ system 

Figure A7: Same screen as previous including text pop-up. 

Figure A8: Screen for data input. 
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Sample screens of the userguide training system 



Appendix A 

Sample screens of the userguide training system 

Figure A 11: Same screen as previous including pi c ture pop-up. 

Figure A12: Screen where the user chooses if helshe has made all inputs. 
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Sample screens of the userguide training system 

Figure A13: Screen to generate the ABC-curve. 

Figure A14: Screen to view the ABC-curve. 
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Sample screens of the user2uide training system 

Figure A15: Screen where the user tests if the inputs were accepted. 

Figure A16: Screen to generate the WPS-settles. 
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Sample screens of the user2uide trainin2 system 

Figure A17: Screen toprint the WPS-settles. 

Figure A18: Screen which shows the help menu for the description section. 



Appendix A 

Sample screen s of the user2uide trainin2 system 

Figure A19: Screen for the explanation of the flowchart in the help menu. 

Figure A20: Main screen in the dictionary. 
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Sample screens of the userguide training system 

Figure A21: Glossary with text pop-up explanation. 
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N~ f 
N' ft 
t) j m<.m~ _ (rnw) 
R4HL t•l~ij c 1 n l !:.e l 
Sold~d. 1Flh~t.l 

o. N~ f.l: i 
Gra(H.:J: 
Gra~co: 60 

F~l(ldc::nl.t:,- f.h1.L.t..n~d:..: (~.l~~.: f 2:.;.): :~.H. 
In~~rLo Con~umlu~~: ~.A. :-~os: 

E7018 
4 
t 

?.0/ 2:~) 
1-f .~t. 

DISl!.f;JD DE. .1UNrA (QW-402) SECU€NC!A DE SDl..Ot:IOURA 



Appendix B 
WeJding proceeding system form: part 2 

COl'lETAN'=''"' 
S~A. LC. 

lr$P1::0li.P::t,~AC:tQN::,:o~ 
P.ROCC:6ir1.~E.~TQS b~ $·(::ll.;DAP\~R"A:. 

Q~--~OU.Såt;tlau IX ASllr $tiiler ~nd.Pr~ssr•r~ \~ll~~l c~df 

3~/01 HojrrN· = 2 

POSJCIONES (OW-405) 
Pr...ll:>J..c: i on de l.. ~ J,:5®l. : Hu 
Rrog. ··d~ So:\..q~clvr·~ ~ N.,._,. 
PÖtsic,i6n d~l Fil0t.e~ N.r~. 

TRA TAM 1. C':N ro r ERHX C: o· :{tJW-40 7) 
-i~~mp. (~c): ·~s~o ' 
i i~rnpt:• (t{~.) : .3. 
()~('()l$~ ••• 

PRECALENTAMI~HrO (QW-·406) GAS (QW-408) 
!el!ip. Pn:lc:~ 1'1j.n (~c:)~ lO 1->obr-~ T .A 
·r~~mp em t r6 P.n$~d$.~ 1"1ax ("c): 3;;c· 
1'1an t;. Pl"eC. Pos th·Sold: N. A. 
O t r· o$·.~ • . . , ., . . ., 

CARAC"T~RISTICAS EI..ECTRICAS (QW.-409) 
Cor-r-ipqfll.(olo (CC/Gf)): ee 
r;mp~Jr·los (n.ulgr;.~): Vwr· i;~~l<r. t..:!f=.HH" 
t-:lec.:t.n.:Jdo del Tunu~L!::irw; N.Ay 
i"io'.;lo dl>! Tr·:Mfl~;r~-:l-n#nc..:l'=l: Nyrz,y 
V111l y I~V<:~.nc;l:l dt:tl t,i.;~:lllb r•1:• (rn/m.i n) 

TECNICA (QW-410) 
J 

C o :·dL·i n tl C<Jb L u r·•~ : l 
..... • "Y" ' d ~ ~ ' l ~,, 1 rn. , o~)~~ r·<-l · 1" b<H•, •, mm J 1 
Ci~cll;;;<.c.;;.itill Jvl;'l.x. : 
Dis. Tvb ,CL•tlf •• -Pie.<.<~.(111111)'l 
P~~. s l rr!F? , /~·llll L. p t)~- • ~·"'~~t: 1 
!luc. SlmPle u Jvlu1~~PLN)' 
Vral. d1~ t:v~nce {c,.1m/min) ~ 
M~rtllladu~ \ 

PCAvJ . 

Pr·i.:)i~t:Jr.;.~;;.:lOn ~ 
C Q rop l e m w. n t:· 
Rs~;;p?;~.".!.<}q: 

P~:>:2.<:~ r ;~c<:~<i: t 

(A ~l U 
,'.!,A, 

N .r~. 
N.A. 

f':i~ z.(.:,: ').,r~~ 
!'l.d. 
t~ .A. 
N. f·). 

Vu l L.lm:> ( n:~.nlJ;;:): 

5HA~·~ 

COHDOiV. 
i''-l ' f-l • 

i'i. A., 
•.;· 'l ~-n· ~ 

I
l 1\; .. l .! ,, ! .• ~. 

i'·J .r-i-

l N y tL 

L l mpi e:Lu:> J. n .l .::i ~ . .l y r.:: r·· t r' ~~P<:.~ \:l~ d~~; C~; PI U.f~•~>D 
~·1<:'\ t;r..ldtJ tiw nc-~pe3 .<\c.!o o~ R~i?..: · . ..;.-~ •.. ·•· <•i·i(JI.~1l.iC) V C t~ p:;: l.I~AO\;i 

C<:>i\H~[;l). 

N~A. 
N y f~ .• 
1'\! .. :-t: ... 
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